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Abstract Current TCP/IP based network is suffering
from the tremendous usage of IP. Recently, content cen-
tric network (CCN) is proposed as an alternative of the
future network architecture. In CCN, data itself, which
is authenticated and secured, is a name and can be di-
rectly requested at the network level instead of using IP
and DNS. Moreover, routers in CCN have caching abil-
ities. Then end users can obtain the data from routers
instead of remote server if the content has been stored
in the routers, thus the overall network performance
could be improved by reducing the transmission hops.
Orthogonally, video plays a more and more important
role nowadays and dominates the network traffic. Re-
sponse time of each video request greatly affects the
quality of user experience (QoE), users may even aban-
don the requested video service if they have to wait
for long time before the video playback. Hence how to
provide fast-start video delivery in CCN is critical. In
this paper, we target to provide users fast-start video
delivery in CCN. Specifically, we design a new caching
policy for popularity-aware video caching in topology-
aware CCN. And we propose to encode the video using
scalable video coding (SVC) for fast-start video delivery
and cache each video layer separately following the
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designed caching policies. Given an assigned weight
by users, the tradeoff between the waiting time and
received video quality is studied. Simulations are con-
ducted to verify the performances and the results show
that the proposed scheme outperforms state-of-the-art
schemes significantly in typical scenarios.

Keywords scalable video coding (SVC) · CCN · ICN ·
caching · fast start · quality of experience (QoE)

1 Introduction

Current TCP/IP based network is suffering from the
tremendous usage of IP especially in the era of Internet
of things (IoT), where everything could be connected
into the existing TCP/IP networks. CCN [1] (which is
similar with information centric networking (ICN) [2],
named data networking (NDN) [3], and data oriented ar-
chitecture [4], etc.)1 was proposed by Van Jacobosen [1],
as an alternative of the current TCP/IP-based network.
Comparing with the traditional networks, CCN fo-
cuses on ’what’ instead of ’where’, i.e. content itself
is more important than where the content is (’where’
is represented using IP addresses in the traditional
TCP/IP networks). In CCN, content is a primitive, data
itself is a name and can be directly requested at the net-
work level, which means IP is not necessary and there
is no more DNS. Anybody with the data can answer
the data request. The data itself is authenticated and se-
cured instead of securing the connections it traverses.

Another difference between CCN and traditional
networks is that CCN’s routers have the caching abili-
ties. If the requested data has been stored in the routers,

1 Please note that the proposed scheme also works in other
ICN architectures, where the key ideas of these network archi-
tectures are more or less the same.
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the end users can obtain the data from the routers di-
rectly instead of from the remote server. This greatly
reduces the total transmission hops (or transmission
time or network traffic) needed. The inherent problem
is what should be cached in the routers and how to
replace the cached content when a new to-be-cached
content arrives at a full cache. The caching decision
policy [5, 6] decides whether the new arriving video
content should be stored in a particular router or not,
and the caching replacement (such as least recently used
(LRU))2 policy decides what content will be moved out
when the new arriving content is decided to be cached
in the cache-size-limited full router. The caching policy
greatly affects the overall network performance, hence
it is an important issue for CCN and the focus of this
paper.

On the other hand, video plays a great important
role nowadays [7, 8], where it dominates the current
network traffic and this trend will last at least for a cou-
ple of years. According to Cisco Visual Networking Index
(VNI)3, IP video traffic will be 79% of all consumer
Internet traffic in 2018, up from 66% in 2013. How to
provide high-quality video service while at the same
time reduce the network burden (traffic) becomes an
important issue to be investigated for both the current
network and the future network architecture. One char-
acter of video is that each video has an associated pop-
ularity, which indicates the average demanded times
among all the video requests during a time window.
Zipf [9] is commonly applied to help calculate the video
popularity. Given some video are requested more of-
ten compared with the rest video, caching the more
popular video content in the routers close to the users
will help reduce the total network transmission hops.
How to cache the video given video’s different popu-
larity values has been studied in literature [5, 10, 11]. A
recent study [5] addressed the popularity-aware video
caching in CCN with better performance comparing
with other competing schemes. But this scheme has the
’redundancy’ problem, where the same content might
be stored multiple times in the routers along the path
from server to users, thus leading to the caching per-
formance degradation.

Orthogonally, a recent study [12], which is based on
23 million views by 6.7 million unique users, shows that
users will start abandoning ’short’ videos (which is less
than 30 minutes) after two seconds, and that 20 percent

2 This paper mainly discusses the video caching policy, and we
use the existing cache replacement policies instead. Moreover, we
have simulation results applying various state-of-the-art caching
replacement methods to further verify the performances.

3 Cisco Visual Networking Index: Forecast and Methodology,
2013∼2018

have moved on after five seconds. This shows how im-
portant the response time of the video service is. Hence
how to shorten the video start time becomes critical.
This paper targets how to reduce the waiting time of
the video service in CCN, which could make the video
streaming service more attractive to users. The waiting
time here is defined as the period between sending the
video request and beginning the video playback.

To reduce the initial response time, H.264 SVC [13]
is applied in this paper. H.264 SVC is an extension of
the H.264 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) standard [14],
which is widely used in the current video streaming
scenarios [15–17] for high quality video transmission.
H.264 SVC encodes the group of pictures (GOP, com-
posed of a number of frames) into one base layer and
multiple enhancement layers. The base layer is en-
coded with low quality and can be decoded by itself.
Unlike the base layer, the enhancement layer i cannot
be decoded without correct decoding of all its lower
layers (base layer and the enhancement layers up to
layer i−1). The more enhancement layers are decoded,
the higher video quality could be achieved. If the video
is encoded using H.264 SVC and users are willing to
watch the video at a lower quality, the users can receive
the lower layers only and then start the video playback.
The waiting time can then be reduced greatly given
the number of packets needs to be delivered becomes
smaller. But as far as we understand, what should the
tradeoff between the video quality sacrificing and wait-
ing time reduction be, and what should the correspond-
ing video caching policies be remain unsolved.

In this paper, we first propose a new caching scheme
for the popularity-aware video distribution over CCN
with known topology (or router levels)4. Then we pro-
pose to encode the video content using H.264 SVC
and cache each video layer separately following the
designed caching policies. The tradeoff between the
video quality sacrificing and waiting time reduction are
mathematically formulated in this paper. Then given
an assigned weight by the users, the system can help
calculate how the video layers should be cached in
each router and decide how many layers will be deliv-
ered to each user. When less layers are chosen (mean-
while the popular video and lower video layers will
be placed closer to users), the waiting time becomes
shorter, which enables quicker response. Extensive sim-
ulations are conducted to verify the proposed scheme’s
performances and the experimental results show that
the proposed scheme can outperform the state-of-the-

4 Part of this work has been published in [18], where only a
new caching algorithm to solve the cache redundancy problem is
presented and this journal is an non-trivial extension by applying
the H.264 SVC for fast-start video delivery.
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art solutions greatly. The detailed contributions of this
paper are listed as follows:

1. We propose to use H.264 SVC as the video encoding
tool to encode the video and discuss the tradeoff
between the video quality sacrificing and waiting
time reduction.

2. We design a new efficient caching policy for video
distribution in CCN, which depends on the video
popularity, the sizes of the video, the sizes of the
caches, users’ assigned weight parameter and the
video layers’ differences.

3. Extensive simulations are conducted to verify the
performances by comparing with the state-of-the-
art competing schemes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 discusses the existing work about CCN, CCN
caching and H.264 SVC in CCN. The detailed system
model, video popularity model and H.264 SVC cod-
ing methodology are introduced in Section 3. How we
design the new caching policy, how we formulate the
unsolved fast-start video delivery problem, and the al-
gorithm to solve the formulated problem are explained
in detail in Section 4. The simulation results are shown
in Section 5 and we conclude this paper in Section 6.

2 Related work

The related work section is divided into two parts. Sec-
tion 2.1 introduces the CCN and the CCN caching. Sec-
tion 2.2 discusses the H.264 SVC and H.264 SVC in
CCN. The difference between this paper and the re-
lated work is explained at the end of this section.

2.1 CCN and CCN caching

CCN, as an alternative of the future network architec-
ture, is similar with ICN [2], NDN [3], and data oriented
architecture [4]. CCN emphasizes the content by making
the content itself directly addressable and routable, and
the communication between the endpoints are based
on named data instead of IP addresses. CCN can help
solve the problems raised by the IP addresses as hap-
pened in the traditional networks, and could be an al-
ternative of the future network structure especially in
the IoT era. Routers in CCN have the caching abilities.
If the requested content has been stored in the router,
the user can directly retrieve the demanded content
from the router instead of from the remote server, i.e.
the transmission hops are reduced. Therefore caching
the video in the router can help reduce the network
traffic and improve the network performance.

There are various caching strategies proposed in
literature [10, 11, 19–25]. Specifically, [22] proposed an
implicit coordinate chunk caching location and search-
ing scheme in CCN hierarchical infrastructure. [23] in-
troduced a cooperative caching strategy that has been
designed for the treatment of large video streams with
on-demand access, where it needs the cooperation be-
tween routers that are not along the same paths.

The video popularity also has been considered in
the caching policy design. [24] discussed the popularity-
driven coordinated caching by formulating this into
an optimization problem. Given the computation com-
plexity is too large, the authors also proposed an online
algorithm. [25] also handled the ’redundancy’ problem,
but the authors took the globe routers into considera-
tion to generate the weight for caching. A recent related
paper is [5], where the popular video are scheduled
to be placed close to the end users to reduce the ex-
pected round-trip time (RTT) and improve the server
hit rate. But this work has the ’redundancy’ problem
as introduced in Section 1, hence the system perfor-
mance is affected. [26] discussed the cache orchestra-
tion through network function visualization, which
heavily depends on the RTT of the interest packets.

2.2 H.264 SVC and H.264 SVC in CCN

H.264 SVC is proposed and widely used in video com-
munication systems to provide ubiquitous video trans-
mission to variable mobile devices due to its scalability
in terms of providing different source encoding rates.
Then an optimal layer could be chosen and the cor-
responding packets are sent to the end users to maxi-
mize their received video quality [15–17, 27] according
to each device’s specifications and network conditions.
H.264 SVC has also been used in CCN. For example,
[28] discussed how to use H.264 SVC in CCN, where
their proposed scheme could avoid video freeze but
without reducing the high hit rate on the CCN router
or affecting the video quality. [29] discussed how to
use H.264 SVC for video streaming in CCN, and the
proposed scheme could prevent video freeze thereby
provide better video streaming quality than the exist-
ing non-hybrid streaming technologies.

As mentioned in the introduction section, video ser-
vice’s response time greatly affects the QoE. But as far
as we understand, how to provide users smaller re-
sponse time in CCN remains unsolved. Different from
these related works, this paper first solves the ’redun-
dancy’ problem in CCN caching, where the same con-
tent might be stored multiple times in the routers along
the path from server to users. Meanwhile, this paper
also focuses on how to utilize the SVC to balance the
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video quality sacrificing and the waiting time reduc-
tion. By sacrificing some video quality, users could en-
joy shorter response time5.

3 System Overview

This section overviews the CCN system and introduces
the H.264 SVC encoding method. The Zipf popularity
model is introduced at the end of this section.

3.1 CCN overview

As an initial study of the video caching in CCN, we use
a simple CCN network to introduce the CCN architec-
ture and explain the principles of the proposed scheme
for fast-start video delivery.

server/

 repository

users/ 

consumers

router

Fig. 1 Illustration of the CCN with single node model.

Fig. 1 is a simple illustration of the CCN. This CCN
system is composed by a server/repository, a router
and many users/consumers. In CCN, routers can buffer
data and content store (CS) of routers plays a role
of a buffer memory. The caching in CCN involves 1)
caching decision and 2) cache replacement. The caching
decision mainly helps decide where to cache the ’new’
data chunks if they are not in the cache currently. We
can also say the video caching decision helps decide
whether or not to cache a video content when it ar-
rives at a router, where it is not cached. When a new
data chunk is decided to be stored in a fully occupied
CS, some data chunk needs to be moved out. Cache re-
placement scheme discusses which existing data chunk
should be replaced.

In Fig. 1, if a data chunk requested by the user is
not stored in the routers’ CS, server will send the data
chunk to the user. When the data chunk forwarded

5 Please note that encoding the same video at different rates
and storing each encoded version in the caches/server can also
provide the fast start, where the smaller-size version leads to
shorter waiting time. But this needs more storage comparing
with using H.264 SVC. Note that the amount of data generated
outpaces the cost of decline of the disk drive [30] therefore stor-
age cost is non-trivial. Also the routers’ caches are size-limited,
hence this solution is not discussed in this paper.

from the server arrives at the router, the router will
decide whether to cache the chunk or not according to
the caching decision policy. If the decision outputs a
’yes’ but the corresponding CS’ memory space is fully
occupied, the new chunk will replace the CS’s existing
data chunk in accordance with the cache replacement
scheme. For instance, if LRU is the chosen cache re-
placement scheme, the fully occupied CS will replace
the least recently used chunk using the newly arrived
chunk. The caching decision policy and cache replace-
ment scheme affect the caching efficiency and the over-
all network performance. This paper talks about the
caching decision policy in a router of the CCN, with
the aim to provide the fast-start video delivery service
using H.264 SVC.

3.2 Scalable Video Coding

H.264 SVC encodes the frames into one base layer
and multiple enhancement layers with the scalabil-
ity in temporal, spatial and quantization domain. The
base layer is encoded with low quality, thus the base
layer’s source encoding rate is low. According to the
adopted encoding methodology, the base layer can be
decoded by itself. Each enhancement layer is based on
the corresponding previous layers, i.e. before capable
of decoding one enhancement layer, the user needs to
decode all its previous layers first. The more enhance-
ment layers are received and decoded, the higher video
quality could be achieved. Without loss of generality,
we assume each video is encoded into L layers, but
please note that the proposed method also works in
the scenario where different video may have different
numbers of video layers.

SVC

encoder

H.264 AVC

decoder

SVC

decoder

SVC

decoder

75kbps

300kbps

700kbps

Fig. 2 Illustration of the SVC encoding method.

Fig. 2 shows the H.264 SVC encoding with one base
layer and two enhancement layers. The more layers
lead to larger required data rates, but the received video
quality is better in terms of higher frame rate, larger
resolution, and better quantization level. This could be
partially observed from the frames shown in Fig. 2.
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3.3 Zipf popularity model

Different video contents have different popularity val-
ues, where video i’s popularity is defined as the ra-
tio of video i’s request number to the number of to-
tal video requests. Since popular content will be sub-
scribed more often than the other video contents, video
contents that are more popular should be placed closer
to users to reduce the network cost (traffic) and shorten
the RTT. In this paper, state-of-the-art Zipf popularity
distribution is adopted6. We assume the total number
of video contents is N and ki is ith video item’s pop-
ularity rank. Smaller rank instance number indicates
higher popularity. Then the Zipf’s law predicts that
out of a population of N video elements, the frequency
of element i with rank ki is as follows:

fi,ki,s,N =
1/ki

s∑n=N
n=1 1/ns

(1)

where s denotes the value of the exponent charac-
terizing the distribution and is referred to the skewness
of the popularity distribution. Fig. 3 shows the popu-
larity distribution with different s. The x-axis is the pop-
ularity rank and y-axis is the corresponding popularity
value. We can observe that large s leads to highly right-
skewed histogram, representing high diversity among
video contents in terms of video popularity. On the
other hand, small s leads to a flat-skewed histogram,
and represents less video popularity diversity.

video popularity rank
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Fig. 3 Zipf popularity distribution for the 20 most popular video
contents with different s when N=100.

To better show the Zipf popularity distribution, we
also calculate the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the popularity distribution as shown in Fig. 4. From
the figure, we can see that different s lead to different
popularity CDF distributions. More importantly, it can
be noticed that the first several most popular video
can satisfy a large proportion of the total requests. For
example, the 5 most popular video serve 87.2% video
requests when s = 1.9. Then by placing the popular
video close to users, the network cost could be greatly

6 Our scheme also works with other popularity distribution,
and here we use the Zipf as an example.

reduced. This motivates designing caching decision
policies to help improve the network video distribu-
tion.
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Fig. 4 Zipf popularity CDF for the 30 most popular video con-
tents with different s when N=100.

Next we show how we utilize video popularity and
SVC to design the caching decision policies to improve
the video distribution over the networks and provide
fast-start video delivery.

4 Caching decision policy

This section introduces the objective and the designed
caching policy for fast-start video delivery. Specifically,
we first introduce the caching policy without consid-
ering fast start of the video delivery service, which has
been discussed in [18]. And then we show how we
rely on this to design a new caching and transmission
scheme to provide the fast-start video delivery service.
Some practical issues related with this scheme are dis-
cussed at the end of this section.

4.1 Objective

Video QoE measures customers’ experience regarding
the video steaming service. The waiting time, which
is defines as the period between sending the video re-
quest and beginning the video playback, affects the
QoE greatly. A quick load time (smaller waiting time)
can improve the QoE. The objective of this paper is to
fully utilize the routers’ caches under the assumption
that the video popularity and network topology (or
router levels) is known, and meanwhile provide better
QoE. Recall that Zipf popularity model indicates that
the several most popular video contents could satisfy
a large proportion of the video requests. By placing
the popular video in the routers closer to users, users
can retrieve the video from routers instead of from the
remote server, which significantly reduces the trans-
mission hops needed. This motivates us to take the
video popularity into consideration when designing
the caching decision policy.

To provide the fast-start video delivery, video is
encoded into multiple video layers using H.264 SVC.
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By sending less number of layers if the users would
like to tolerate the corresponding received video qual-
ity degradation, the waiting time could be reduced.
Meanwhile, the caching policy will be redesigned for
this fast-start video delivery, where the lower layers
will be cached closer to users to help further reduce the
waiting time to some extend.

4.2 Caching policy without fast start

There are multiple routers along the path from the
server to users possibly. The routers are labeled with
different levels according to their distances from the
users. Figure 5 and figure 6 show the Cascade network
topology and the Binary Tree topology, respectively. These
two topology models are also used in the simulations.
In Fig. 5, there are five routers which are denoted us-
ing level instance numbers from number 1 to number
5. Level 1 router is the most close to users, and level 5
is the furthest from the users. Fig. 6 illustrates the Bi-
nary Tree topology network structure with 3 levels. The
same as the Cascade network topology, level 1 router
is the nearest to users and the level 3 is the furthest.
ith level router’ CS has a cache size of xi chunks. Video
i’s size is δi with its popularity rank to be ki. Before

server
users

level 1level 2level 3level 4level 5

Fig. 5 Illustration of the Cascade topology with five levels. Level
1 router is the most close to users.

discussing the caching policy, a router index number
Ii, j is introduced. Since router j has limited cache size,
i.e. x j chunks, it can only store limited number of video
contents. But the several most popular video serves a
large proportion of the total video requests, therefore
the video content with highest ranks should be allo-
cated to the routers that are the closest to users. We
first calculate the index number Ii, j to indicate whether
video i should be placed at router j or not considering
the video ranks and the sizes of the caches. Assuming
along the path from user to server, there are M level
routers, denoted as 1, 2, ...,M, we can use the following
equation to calculate Ii, j;

Ii, j =

 1 : i f
∑

∀p∈N,kp≤ki

δp >
j−1∑
q=1

xq&
∑

∀p∈N,kp≤ki

δp ≤
j∑

q=1
xq

0 : o.w.
(2)

From this equation, we could find that Ii, j = 0 or
Ii, j = 1. Ii, j = 1 means video i should be placed at
the jth level router according to its popularity rank ki

and the caching abilities of the corresponding routers.
The caching abilities are determined by the sizes of
the caches and the sizes of the video contents. Recall
that the principle of the caching is to place the video
contents with highest ranks in the router nearest to the
users. By comparing the cache sizes of routers up to
level j and the video size whose popularity instance
number is less than ki, we can know whether video i
should be placed in router j or not.

users

level 1

level 2

level 3

server

usersusersusers

Fig. 6 Illustration of the Binary Tree topology with three levels.
Level 1 router is the most close to users.

Then whether video i should be cached in router j
or not can be decided by Ii, j. The caching policy is: if
Ii, j=1, video i will be cached in router j, and if Ii, j=0,
video i will not be cached in router j. This means only
when the video should be placed in the corresponding
router, the video will be cached. The video will not be
cached in the router if its popularity rank is too high
or too low for this corresponding router. Hence the
’redundancy’ problem in the current existing schemes
could be solved. The disadvantage is that the system
needs time to cache the video content since the caches
are empty at first, and we will show the related simu-
lation results in Section 5.2.

4.3 Cache policy for fast-start video delivery

To provide users fast-start video delivery, we propose
to encode the video into different layers using H.264
SVC and then assign different layers with different pri-
orities according to video’s popularity and the layer
instance number. The caching policy is then designed
based on the new defined priority, and the new priority
plays a similar role with the video popularity rank in
the caching policy as introduced in Section 4.2.
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4.3.1 Priority design

The priority takes both the video popularity and the
layer instance number into consideration. And we aim
to put the popular video and lower video layers closer
to users to benefit the video distribution and provide
the fast start. The priority value of video layer li (i de-
notes the video) is defined using the following equa-
tion:

Fi,li =

1
(ki+β(li−1))s∑n=N

n=1
∑m=L

m=1
1

(n+β∗(m−1))s

(3)

The new priority as shown in Eq. (3) is a modified
version of the Zipf function as introduced in Eq. (1),
where a weighted layer instance number β(li − 1) with
weight parameter β is added to the popularity rank
value. For the same video, lower layer will have smaller
priority value and hence will be placed closer to users.
At the same time, the unpopular video content’s lower
layer may have larger priority value than the popu-
lar video content’s higher layer, hence these layers will
be placed closer to users. By assigning the layer with
smaller instance number smaller priority value, these
layers could be placed closer to users, which could re-
duce the waiting time. β balances the weight of the
video popularity value and the layer instance number,
and indicates how much the users care about the wait-
ing time. In this paper, β is assumed to be pre-assigned
by users.

video popularity rank
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Fig. 7 Defined priority with different layers when s=1 and β=5.

Fig. 7 shows the new defined priority value (y-axis)
with β = 5, where x-axis is the popularity rank. Similar
trend could be observed with the Zipf function as in-
troduced in Eq. (1). We can observe that different layers
of the same video have different priorities from this fig-
ure. The larger layer instance number leads to smaller
priority value. We can also find that the lower layer of
higher popularity rank video may have smaller prior-
ity value comparing with the higher layer of smaller
popularity rank video, which depends on s, β and the

popularity rank. This means the lower layer could be
cached in routers closer to users. We also tested the
priority value with smaller β as shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8 Defined priority with different layers when s=1 and β=3.

Comparing Fig. 8 and Fig. 7, we could observe that
smaller β leads to larger priority value for the layers
with larger instance number, resulting in different de-
cisions. A larger β leads to higher priority value of the
base layers and layers with smaller instance numbers,
hence they will be placed closer to users, which could
provide shorter waiting time.

4.3.2 Caching probability

Similar with Section 4.2, we first generates a index
number Ii,li, j to denote whether layer li of video i should
be placed in the jth level router or not.

Ii,li, j =

{
1 : i f (C1) and (C2) are both satis f ied
0 : o.w. (4)

where (C1) and (C2) are expressed as follows:

∑
∀p∈N,∀lp,Fp,lp≤Fi,li

δ
′

p,lp
>

j−1∑
q=1

xq (C1)

∑
∀p∈N,∀lp,Fp,lp≤Fi,li

δ
′

p,lp
≤

j∑
q=1

xq (C2)

δ
′

i,li
denotes the source encoding rate of video i’s

layer li, i.e. δ
′

i,1 is the source encoding rate of the base
layer and δ

′

i,li
(li > 1) is the total source encoding rate

up to layer li minus the total source encoding rate up
to layer li − 1. The condition (C1) and (C2) indicate
whether li layer of video i should be placed in the
jth level router or not by checking its priority and the
routers’ cache sizes, which is similar as conducted in
Section 4.2.

Then the caching policy could be defined as: if Ii,li, j =
1, layer li of video i should be cached in router j, and
if if Ii,li, j = 0, layer li of video i should not be cached in
router j.
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4.3.3 Layer selection for fast-start video delivery

Upon a view request and a weight parameter β, how
many H.264 SVC encoded video layers should be trans-
mitted is the next question. Here we adopt a simple
method7, i.e. the number of video layers to be sent
is decided by the weight parameter β, and different β
lead to different layer numbers. Assume user requests
video item i, the number of video layers sent ri could
be calculated using the following equation:

ri = min(d
σL
β
e,L) (5)

In the above equation, β is this video request’s
weight parameter and σ is a real constant. The video is
encoded into L layers using SVC. From Eq. (5), we could
notice when the user assigns a large weight parame-
ter β, i.e. the user gives higher priority to the waiting
time, smaller number of video layers will be deliv-
ered to users. By sending users less number of layers
in the same network scenario, the waiting time could
be shortened, hence the fast-start video service could
be provided. If the users care the video quality more,
smaller β will be assigned. Then the number of video
layers need to be delivered is larger, resulting in higher
video quality received and longer waiting time before
the video playback.

4.3.4 Caching and transmission policy

The caching and transmission policy tell what to store
in each CS and upon a user’s view request, what should
be sent. What to store in each CS is based on the pri-
ority value introduced in Section 4.3. The number of
layers sent could be calculated according to Eq. (5) as
explained in Section 4.3.3. The caching and transmis-
sion policy is shown in Alg. (1).

Algorithm 1 Caching and transmission policy flow
1: Encoding the video into L layers using H.264 SVC.
2: Calculating the video layer priority value Fi,li for each video

layer.
3: Upon a video request, calculating the layers to be sent ac-

cording to Eq. (5).
4: If the video layers are stored in the router along the path

from users to server, the router sends the video layers to
users. Otherwise, the server will send the video layers, and
the video layers will be cached in the corresponding router
according to the policy.

Specifically, the system will first calculate the prior-
ity value for each H.264 SVC encoded video layer. Then

7 Other layer selection method might be designed considering
more factors such as video popularity.

upon a video request, the system calculates the number
of layers to be sent according to Eq. (5). If the router
caches the corresponding video layers, the user will
retrieve the video from the router directly, otherwise,
the video will be sent to user from the remote server. If
the video is delivered from the server, at each visited
router, the caching policy will help decide whether to
cache the video or not.

Please note that the proposed method for fast-start
video delivery also works for the scheme with other
caching probability design such as the methodology
used in [5] with some modifications.

4.4 Practical issues

Comparing with H.264, H.264 SVC sacrifices the en-
coding efficiency. But the sacrifice is limited and only
the beginning part of the long video clips needs to be
encoded using H.264 SVC to provide quick response.
Hence the overhead is trivial comparing with the mas-
sive network traffic.

To implement this caching decision scheme, the
routers need to know video’s rank table and are then
able to decide whether they should cache the video or
not. But please note that the communication between
the routers is not that expensive given the table is not
that big. Exchanging this information among routers
periodically is realistic. On the other hand, the pop-
ularity value is based on video request statistics. The
video requests come from the end users and if the re-
quests can not be satisfied at router i, the video request
will be forwarded to level i + 1 router. Therefore level
1 routers can know all the request information, and
the most popular video contents can be cached. Level
2 routers can know the most popular video contents
except the video contents that have been cached in
router 1, since the corresponding requests will not be
forwarded to level 2 router. Similarly, level i router can
obtain the necessary information for its decision mak-
ing. The caching decision policy itself is with low com-
putation complexity as could be observed easily. Given
a user’s tradeoff weight value β of the video quality and
the waiting time, the layers to be sent could be decided
quickly according to Eq. (5). Hence the proposed algo-
rithm is feasible.

This paper requires that the known network topol-
ogy should have routers with clear levels. This is actu-
ally reasonable if we take a look at the last miles of the
network. Moreover, CCN works in backbone network
and the nationwide (or other large scale) backbone net-
work’ topology is usually known.
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Table 1 Detailed network parameters

Parameters Values
total request rate: λ 120 content items/s
# of different content items: M 2× 104 items
average content size: σ 690 chunks (6.9 MB)
cache size of node 1: X(1) 2× 105 chunks (2GB)
# of content classes: K 100 classes

5 Simulation

This section introduces the simulation setup and the
simulation results are shown comparing with the state-
of-the-art competing schemes.

5.1 Simulation setup

To evaluate the proposed scheme’s performances, two
different network topologies are used including Cas-
cade model and Binary Tree model as shown in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6, respectively. Both network topologies are
with five levels. Each video content’s delivery time is
composed of the transmission time, propagation de-
lay and the queueing delay. Since the propagation de-
lay and the queueing delay are very small comparing
with the video transmission time, these two terms are
assumed to be zero. The transmission time can be de-
noted using the number of hops the video has traveled.
The server hit rate is defined as the ratio that the re-
quested video is retrieved from the remote server. The
server hit rate is an important parameter for the CCN
system since it indicates the frequency the server is
accessed. Therefore, we use the number of hops the
video has traveled and server hit rate as the evaluation
metrics.

The parameters used in the simulations are shown
in TABLE 1. Given the channel bandwidth (10Gbps)
is much larger than the source rates of the requested
video contents (average total size is 120*6.9MB), the re-
quests are assumed to be satisfied within one second in
this paper. Each content lasts for roughly 10 seconds,
and we encode all the video using H.264 SVC, but nor-
mally only the first several GOPs need to be encoded
using H.264 SVC. Please note that this is just one typ-
ical scenario, and our scheme is not picky in terms of
the network and video parameters.

In the simulation, Kendo8 is used and it is encoded
using JSVM [31]. The original resolution of kendo is
1024 × 768 with the frequency to be 32 frame per second
(fps). The GOP size is set to be 32 frames. We encode the
video with 5 SVC layers. TABLE 2 shows the detailed

8 http://www.fujii.nuee.nagoya-u.ac.jp/multiview-data/

Table 2 Video encoding parameters.

Layer#. Resolution Freq (fps) Data Rate PSNR
1 256 × 192 8 74.4680 28.15
2 256 × 192 16 93.5760 30.61
3 512 × 384 32 297.6520 37.27
4 1024 × 768 16 552.2440 38.54
5 1024 × 768 32 710.4040 39.21

settings of the data rates and the PSNRs for all the 5
SVC layers.

5.2 Simulation results without fast start

To show the performance of the proposed scheme, we
compare our scheme with popcache, always and fix=x.
popcache [5] is a scheme dedicated for popularity-aware
video caching with good performance in term of reduc-
ing the round-trip time and improving the server hit
rate. always means when a new video content arrives
at a router, it will be stored. fix=x means when a new
video content arrives at a router, it has a probability x
to be cached. We could find that always is an extreme
case of fix=x, where x = 1. The caching probabilities
of the popcache are obtained from reference [5] directly.
The cache replacement policy is LRU, unless there is
specific explanation about the adopted cache replace-
ment method. The first 7000s are the ’adjusting’ period,
where the cache will be updated following the caching
policy and the replacement policy. The results shown
are the average results from 7001s to 10000s.
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Fig. 9 Performance evaluation of the CCN with Cascade net-
work topology.

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the performances in terms of
the average transmission hops needed and the server
hit rates in the Cascade topology and the Binary tree
topology, respectively. From Fig. 9 (a), we can observe
that always performs the worst and fix=x is better than
always. popcache is better than always and fix=x since it
considers the video popularity. But all these schemes
have the ’redundancy’ problem, where the same con-
tent might be stored multiple times in the routers along
the path from server to users. The proposed scheme is
much better in terms of the transmission hops needed.
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Fig. 9 (b) talks about the server hit rate, which in-
dicates the percentage that the requested video needs
to be sent from the server. We can observe from the re-
sults that always performs the worst and fix=x is better
comparing with always. The popcache is better compar-
ing with always and fix=x but worse comparing with
our proposed scheme. The advantage of the proposed
scheme is due to the caching redundancy reduction,
which leads to the caching of more contents.
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Fig. 10 Performance evaluation of the CCN with Binary tree
network topology.

Fig. 10 (a) and (b) show the average transmission
hops needed and the server hit rates in the scenarios
with the Binary Tree topology. We could observe sim-
ilar performances as shown in Fig. 9, where the pro-
posed scheme greatly reduces the transmission hops
needed and the server hit rates.
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Fig. 11 Performance evaluation of the caching policy at different
time instances.

We also investigate the performances of the pro-
posed scheme at different time instances, as shown in
Fig. 11. In this figure, the topology used is the Cas-
cade with 5 levels and s is set to be 1.4. The x-axis is
the total running time of the proposed scheme, and the
data to calculate the corresponding y-axis value is from
time x − 300 to time x. For example, when x=500, the
system runs for 500s and the results shown are calcu-
lated based on the data from 200s to 500s. The system
updates the routers’ caches before x−300. From the fig-
ures, we can observe that the proposed scheme’s per-
formances become stable as the system runs and the

’adjusting’ period is quite short. The results regarding
the server hit rate are quite similar.

Mostly recently used (MRU) and random replace-
ment (RR) are also investigated as the replacement
schemes. Fig. 12 shows the performance of the Cas-
cade network topology with RR and Fig. 13 shows the
performance of the Cascade network topology with
MRU as replacement strategy. We could observe simi-
lar performance as the cases where LRU is used. Com-
paring with LRU, the RR and MRU does not effect the
performance of our proposed scheme due to that the
proposed scheme only caches the content that should
be cached in that router and hence there is no replace-
ment. But the cache replacement schemes do affect the
competing schemes since these schemes have redun-
dancy problem. Among the three discussed cache re-
placement schemes, LRU and RR perform similarly,
and MRU performs the worst.
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Fig. 12 Performance evaluation of the CCN with Cascade net-
work topology with RR.
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Fig. 13 Performance evaluation of the CCN with Cascade net-
work topology with MRU.

Fig. 14 shows the performance of the Binary Tree
network topology with RR replacement strategy and
Fig. 15 shows the performances of the Binary Tree net-
work topology with MRU replacement strategy. We
could also observe similar performances as the results
in the Cascade topology. From the results, we observe
that our proposed scheme is not affected by the cache
replacement schemes. While the competing schemes
are affected by the cache replacement schemes.
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Fig. 14 Performance evaluation of the CCN with Binary tree
network topology with RR.
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Fig. 15 Performance evaluation of the CCN with Binary tree
network topology with MRU.

5.3 Simulation results for fast-start video delivery

In this section, we show the performance of the pro-
posed fast-start video delivery scheme. always and fix=x
are not shown in the figures to save space. Instead, we
have non-SVC which stands for the scheme that does
not provide the fast start (i.e. the caching scheme is
used but the H.264 SVC encoding method is not ap-
plied). SVC β=x stands for the scheme we proposed
with β to be x. When β = 0, we set ri = L .
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Fig. 16 Performance evaluation of the CCN with Cascade net-
work topology for fast-start video delivery.

We first let δ = 1 and LRU to be the caching replace-
ment policy, the corresponding results of the Cascade
topology and the Binary Tree topology are illustrated
in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17, respectively. When we count
the number of hops, the sizes of the video layers are
taken into consideration. Specifically, we assume the
requested video’s size is X when it is encoded using
H.264 (without using H.264 SVC), and we count the
number of hops needed as h∗X′

X , where here h stands
for the number of hops to the nearest server/router that

stores the video layer to be delivered and X′ stands
for the source rate of the corresponding video layer
chosen.

From Fig. 16, we can observe that as β increases,
the average number of transmission hops needed de-
creases. This is due to that less number of video layers
are sent, also because lower layers are assigned with
higher priority and hence cached closer to users when
β is larger. Compare with non-SVC, the average num-
ber of hops of SVC β=0 increases, this is due to the
scarifies of the video encoding efficiency, where the
same video encoded by H.264 SVC is slightly larger
than the video encoded using H.264. By delivering the
requested video using fewer number of transmission
hops, the fast-start video delivery is provided. At the
same time, different β lead to different video quality
degradation. From Table 3, we can see the resulted
video qualities are different. Smaller β means more
video layers will be delivered and the received video
quality is better. When β is fixed, increasing δ may en-
large the number of layers transmitted, hence the video
quality can be improved as well.

As to the server hit rate, since larger β will lead to
fewer delivered video layers and these layers are as-
signed higher priority according to our scheme (they
are placed closer to users), the server hit rate decreases
with larger β. Please note that a steadily varying β is
also possible in this system, where the user could enjoy
a steady video quality improvement during the play-
back.

Table 3 The average received video quality vs δ and β.

PSNR (dB) β=0 β=3 β=5
δ = 1 39.2 30.7 28.1
δ = 2 39.2 38.5 30.6

Fig. 17 illustrates the simulation results when Bi-
nary Tree topology is used. From Fig. 17, we can ob-
serve similar performances with the results shown in
Fig. 16, where the proposed scheme can let users re-
ceive the requested video with fewer transmission hops.
Hence fast-start video delivery is provided. Conse-
quentially, the server hit rate is smaller.
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Fig. 17 Performance evaluation of the CCN with Binary Tree
network topology for fast-start video delivery.
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We also test the performance with different δ by
changing δ to be 2. The corresponding results are shown
in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 as the simulation results with
the Cascade and Binary Tree topology, respectively.
We can observe that when δ increases, the number of
layers need to be delivered increases. The number of
hops needed increases (the start time is delayed) and
the server hit rate also becomes larger. Meanwhile, the
quality of the received video becomes higher.
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Fig. 18 Performance evaluation of the CCN with Cascade net-
work topology for fast-start video delivery with δ = 2.
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Fig. 19 Performance evaluation of the CCN with Binary Tree
network topology for fast-start video delivery with δ = 2.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose to encode the video content
using SVC for the fast-start video delivery in CCN.
The tradeoff between the video quality sacrificing and
waiting time reduction are mathematically formulated
in this paper. According to the designed protocol, given
an assigned weight by users, the system can help cal-
culate how each video layer should be cached in the
routers and how many layers will be delivered to each
user. Extensive simulations are conducted to verify the
performances. The experimental results show that the
proposed scheme can outperform the state-of-the-art
schemes significantly.
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